Taxing Times
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Dedicated to helping our clients keep the money that belongs to them through a focus on tax.
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Wake Up America:
Be Ready to Defend Yourself in the Event of an Asteroid

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST:

Astronomers reassured us we would be safe – this time—but this was “a wakeup call for the importance of defending Earth from future asteroid impacts.” A few weeks ago an asteroid, named
2012 DA14, passed within a hair’s width of the earth. (Astronomically speaking, anyway. 2012
AD14 passed within 17,100 miles of earth at a speed of 17,500 miles per hour.)
They don’t always miss. Ironically, on the same day that 2012 DA14 streaked by, a meteorite
exploded over Chelyabinsk, Russia with the fury of 30 atomic bombs. Amazingly, although 1,200
people were reported injured, no one died.
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But, what if 2012 DA14 hadn’t passed harmlessly by? What would our friends at the IRS have
done if 2012 DA14 had struck the earth, with its energy estimated at 200 times the power of
“Little Boy” that flattened Hiroshima, Japan?
Continued on page 3 

The Devil is in the Details
Based on a mere technicality, the IRS disallowed a deduction for the more than $25,000 David and
Veronda Durden contributed to their church. Perhaps the worst part is the Tax Court correctly sided
with the IRS, leaving the generous Durdens owing thousands more in taxes.
The Durdens made their contributions to their church all by checks larger than $250. At the end of the
year, the church acknowledged receipt of the $25,171 in contributions and sent them an annualized
summary of the donations. They had the cancelled checks, they had the receipts. Everything should be
hunky-dory, right? WRONG!
Unfortunately for the Durdens, the Internal Revenue Code requires that taxpayers substantiate all contributions in excess of $250 by a contemporaneous written acknowledgement which must include all
of the following:
1. The amount of cash contributed and a description (but not the value) of any property
other than cash,
2. Whether the charitable organization provided any goods or services in consideration, and
3. If any goods or services were received, then the statement must include a good faith estimate of their value. If the donor only received “intangible religious benefits” then it must
explicitly state that.
A statement is considered “contemporaneous” if you receive it before you file the return or the extended due date for filing the return, whichever is earlier.
The Durdens statement failed to state they only received “intangible religious benefits.” They argued it
was only a technicality, that they had “substantively” complied. But alas, neither the IRS nor the Tax
Court saw it that way.
Don’t expect the IRS to be reasonable if you don’t follow the letter of the law. Make sure your religious charitable contribution receipts have this language:
“You did not receive any goods or services in connection with these contributions other than
intangible religious benefits.”
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Buster’s Corner
It took me a while… I’ve been pondering on this for
quite some time… But I may just have this calendar
thing figured out. It seems you “two legged” human
folk need to have a celebratory theme every month.
You guys start off with New Years, then Mardi Gras,
and Valentine’s Day, followed quickly by St. Patty’s Day,
and the one I think is Richard’s favorite, April 16th.
(Though my research on why was a little fuzzy.)
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“I’m a great believer in luck, and I find
the harder I work the more I have of it.”

-Thomas Jefferson

(Third U.S. President ~ Born April 13, 1743)

Networking
Done
Right

Well, ok. I think everyday should be….

If you want to succeed in
your business, whether that’s
THANKSGIVING!
a part-time Mary Kay gig or a
multi-company empire, then
Every day is Thanksgiving in my world. I suggest you
meeting people who’ve aladopt the same attitude. So, I made a list… and as I’ve ready succeeded before you
told you before, using a keyboard ain’t that easy for a is going to be a huge help. In
canine… but I use it to remind myself how great life is fact, this could be the sole difference between success and failure. But how do you network locally and
as a dog.
at seminars? Learn from my mistakes… and from
many years of watching these groups work. Of
Buster’s Top Ten Things to Give Thanks For:
course, these tips hold true for online networking as
well.
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Treats,
Runs on a cool crisp morning,
Well trained humans… with treats,
Soft chairs, beds, and pillows,
Birds and squirrels to chase,
Carrots,
Did I mention… treats,
A ride in the car,
No taxes, and
You guessed it, treats.

I think it was renowned author and speaker Bob
Burg, who said: “All things being equal, people will
do business with and refer business to, those people
they know, like and trust.” All things not being equal,
people still prefer to do business with people they
like.
If you want someone to share with you their success
stories for building their business, then step number
one is to build a friendship with them. Get to know
them personally, and allow them to get to know you.
Show a little vulnerability, as well as curiosity and
interest toward them.

Now, I know the calendar is closer to Tax Time than it
is to Thanksgiving, but I thought if you were reminded
of things to be thankful for, it might soften the blow. Once you have a relationship, then talk business.
Your canine friend…

B

This month’s Special Gold Member
call-in times for Lindsey’s Insider
Circle will be 4/29/13 from 2:00 to
4:00 pm. To schedule your
appointment, contact Kristen at
(251) 633-4070.

If and only to the extent that this publication contains contributions from tax professionals who are subject to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as promulgated by
the United States Department of the Treasury, the publisher, on behalf, of those contributors, hereby states that any U.S. federal tax advice that is contained in such contributions was not
intended or written to be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue Service, and it cannot be used by any
taxpayer for such purposes.
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Wake Up America— continued from page 1

If you have damages caused by a meteor strike, or other natural disaster, not reimbursed by insurance (I think there’s an
It shouldn’t surprise you that the IRS has well-established
exclusion for meteor strikes on my policy) there are some tax
doomsday plans. Its manual outlines comprehensive continu- breaks you can take advantage of. Firstly, you’ll have to reity planning requirements for all sorts of emergencies, includ- duce the amount of your loss by $100. Side note: after Hurriing “natural disasters, accidents, technological failures, work- cane Katrina, the $100 reduction was waved, and presumaplace violence, and terrorism.” Their goal is to “ensure the
bly, it could be again. Then
continuation of the IRS mission essential functions under all
your remaining loss can be
circumstances.”
deducted to the extent it exceeds 10% of your adjusted
So, just what would happen if Washington, or another major
gross income.
city, was taken out by a chunk of space rock? According to the
plan, the IRS will resume assessing and collecting taxes within
None of us like paying taxes
30 days of the event.
– certainly not more than we
are absolutely required to –
The manual even suggests taxpayers in the strike zone might
but you don’t have to wait
Asteroid headed to Earth
get a “Get Out of Jail Free” card “on the premise that the colfor a chunk of space rock to
lection of delinquent accounts would be most adversely aftake out your stuff to pay less taxes. The real answer, of
fected, and in many cases would be impossible in a disaster
course, is planning. If “continuity planning” is the answer for
area.” Of course, outside of the immediate strike zone, “in ar- the IRS, then tax planning is the answer for us. Call us before
eas where the taxpaying potential is substantially unimanother disaster strikes and see how much you can save.
paired, enforced collection of delinquent taxes will be contin- Now aren’t you glad you don’t get some bland, boring, run-of-the
ued.” Surprise, surprise, surprise!
-mill, tax newsletter? 

Looking for Someone You Can Rely On?

We really believe in the process of referrals, so part of the
service we provide is to be sure to refer our clients and associates to other qualified businesspeople in the community.

Below, you’ll find a list of areas in which we know very credible, ethical and outstanding professionals. If
you’re looking for a professional in a specific area we’ve listed, please feel free to contact us. We will be
glad to put you in touch with the people we know who provide these services.
Veterinarian
Land Surveyor
Printer
Air Conditioning
Window Treatments
Auto /Home /Life Insurance

Handyman
Architect
Florist
Realtor
Plumber
Web Developer

Customer Retention is the New Acquisition

Cultured Marble
Advertising Specialties
Remodeler
Financial Advisor
Pre-Need Funeral Planner
Attorney

THANK YOU! THANK YOU!

It’s far easier, and much more cost-effective, to keep the customers you
have rather than working to attract new ones. It’s also much more profitable. Here are a few important points to remember:

Thanks to YOU, the word is spreading.
Thanks to my clients and friends who
It’s easier and more cost-effective to plug the holes in your
graciously referred me to their friends,
system, than it is to constantly look for new customers
neighbors,
customers and relatives last month!
(clients or patients).
I enjoy building my practice based on the
Remember the 80/20 Rule: 80% of your profits come from
20% of your customers!
positive comments and referrals from people
There are only two ways to grow your business: get more
just like you.
customers or sell more to the ones you already have.
The longer you retain your customers, the more likely
they are to spend more with you and refer more business
to you.
Remember that a 1% increase in customer retention generates a 7% increase in profits! It’s five times more costly to
acquire new customers than to grow the ones you already
have.

I couldn’t do it without you!
Mike McNair
Ken Vicens
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For more information, visit us at:
www.ZevacLindsey.com
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www.TaxSaverTips.com

Every year, the IRS sends millions of letters and notices to
taxpayers. Many taxpayers will receive this correspondence during the late summer and fall. Here are a few
things every taxpayer should know about IRS notices—just in case one shows up in your mailbox.

What to Know If You Receive an IRS Notice
1.
2.

Don’t panic! Many of these letters can be dealt with simply and painlessly.
There are a number of reasons the IRS sends notices to taxpayers. The notice may request payment of taxes, notify you of a
change to your account, or request additional information. The
notice you receive normally covers a very specific issue about
your account or tax return.

3.

Each letter and notice offers specific instructions on what you
are asked to do to satisfy the inquiry.
If you receive a correction notice, you should review the correspondence and compare it with the information on your return.
If you agree with the correction to your account, usually no reply
is necessary unless payment is due.
If you do not agree with the correction the IRS made, it is important that you respond as requested. Write to explain why you
disagree. Include any documents and information you wish the
IRS to consider, along with the bottom tear-off portion of the
notice. Mail the information to the IRS address shown in the
upper left-hand corner of the notice. Allow at least 30 days for a
response.
Most correspondence can be handled without calling or visiting
an IRS office. However, if you have questions, call the telephone
number in the upper right-hand corner of the notice. Have a copy
of your tax return and the correspondence available when you
call to help respond to your inquiry.
Remember to always keep copies of your correspondence with
your records.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Dealing with the IRS can prove quite nerve racking, but sometimes…
it’s just confusing. As a case in point, take a look at this notice I recently received on behalf of a client:

